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WHO WE ARE
K&B Couriers is a dedicated medical courier company servicing the 
entire East Coast and parts of the Midwest. We believe that trust is earned 
by delivering on  promises and the notion that if you build a team of 
enthusiastic people and treat them with respect they will perform at the 
highest industry standards. By following these guiding principles since our 
1995 founding, K&B has become the courier our clients count on.  

WHAT WE DO
Put simply, we transport medical specimens and medicines for laboratories, 
pharmaceutical companies, pharmacies and hospitals.

Whether you are a pharmaceutical company or pharmacy, a laboratory or a 
hospital, you have the same pick-up and delivery needs - that your medical 
specimens and medicines are transported on schedule and handled properly 
according to their individual protocols - and K&B Couriers meets those needs 
24 hours a day, seven days a week, in all weather and during all holidays.

Our couriers are specially selected and instructed to know the specific 
details of your account, such as your hours of operation and your pick-up 
and delivery schedules. They will literally know the ins and outs of your 
operation, as in, what door to enter and exit and when.

HOW WE DO IT
UTILIZING STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES
We utilize state-of-the-art technologies to ensure that each step in the pick-
up and delivery process is monitored and verified. Our complement of over 
150 drivers are each GPS tracked in real time and utilize the most up-to-
date navigational aids to ensure efficient and timely deliveries. Further, the 
tracking technology we employ allows us - and you - to check on the status 
of each job through real-time client interface portals. You see what we see.

CONSTANT COMMUNICATION
By having our management team in constant communication with our 
driver pool, we are able to provide updates and make on-the-spot decisions 
to resolve issues with no waiting on your part. At the end of the job, we 
employ an electronic signature process so you immediately see who 
received your delivery and when. 

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED DELIVERY
The medical arena is always subject to temperature holding, handling 
and control procedures and we know that a mishandled specimen or 
compromised batch of medicine can be disastrous. To avoid this, we 
communicate all protocols to our fully HIPAA compliant couriers and our 
facilities house an abundant supply of dry ice and freezer packs to handle 
all temperature control requirements.
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You need a medical transport service 
you can depend on to get it right every 
time. At K&B Couriers, we’re removing all 
the worry and taking full responsibility for 
your medical transport needs. 

WE ARE YOUR PRECISE, 
PROMPT MEDICAL 
DELIVERY SPECIALISTS. 
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THE K&B ADVANTAGE:
ALL DAY, EVERY DAY SERVICES 
& FEATURES

■ Same Day and Scheduled Route Medical Courier
■ Private Prescription Collections
■ STAT Deliveries
■ Statewide Network Coverage
■  Flexible and immediate response to changes in 

routes, times and handling procedures
■ Fill-in Coverage of In-house Routes
■ HIPAA Compliant Drivers
■ Drivers and Vehicles Insured for Client Protection

K&B TECHNOLOGIES ENSURE 
CLIENT PEACE-OF-MIND

■ New Barcode Scanning Technology
■ State-of-the-art Mobile GPS Tracking
■ Instant Digital Communication
■ Customized Customer Invoices and Reporting
■ Instant Email Notifi cation of Delivery
■ Dedicated Services for Online Ordering
■ Customer Login

WHY WORRY ABOUT ANOTHER MEDICAL 
DELIVERY? CALL K&B COURIERS TODAY!

When you’re looking for dependable 
medical transport done right - every time, 
every day - look no further than K&B 
Couriers, because we are, and always will 
be, your precise, prompt medical delivery 
specialists. Call, or visit us on the web today 
to learn more about how dedicated we are 
to you and your medical transport needs:

PHONE: 215-873-6953
WEB: kandbcouriers.com
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420 Dresher Road
Suite 200
Horsham, PA  19044
215-873-6953
kandbcouriers.com
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